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AutoCAD has been an industry standard for over 30 years. It is the most widely used CAD
program and the leading selling CAD software. The title is based on the number of paid

licenses sold and on userbase.com, which is composed of AutoCAD users. AutoCAD comes
with a number of software add-on modules, which can also be purchased separately from
Autodesk as a stand-alone purchase. The most popular modules are: The various types of

drawing files. PDF is a standard type of electronic-printing file for digital documents, including
reports, drawings, charts, and graphs, and it can be created and distributed electronically. Video
editing software. More recently, the technical and artistic uses of 3D modeling programs have

increased significantly. In addition, Autodesk includes numerous plug-ins, which provide many
more features. AutoCAD is made by Autodesk, a company with several other products,

including architecture and engineering software, web design and development, architectural
visualization, animation, music, and so on. History AutoCAD was developed by Miller

Puckette of Seattle, Washington. It was initially called Microstation-70 and was distributed free
of charge to end users. Puckette had worked as a draftsman for a Seattle architectural firm,
which started using a proprietary drafting package called Microstation in the early 1970s.

When Microstation was chosen as the basis for the first wave of CAD systems, Puckette was
assigned to develop a more user-friendly CAD system with the goal of reaching non-architects

and contractors. The development team moved into a new company called Excalis in 1982,
with Puckette as the director of engineering. AutoCAD was developed during the last months

of 1982, and Puckette published a manual entitled AutoCAD: The Complete Draftsman's
Guide in December 1983. This was the first step in the development of the software. A year
later, Autodesk, a commercial venture, was founded and took over the commercialization of
the product. AutoCAD for Windows AutoCAD was one of the first CAD programs to allow

importation of and export to other AutoCAD formats, and it was the first to allow the
importation of DWG files from other software applications. AutoCAD's early development

was parallel to that of the Microsoft Windows operating system

AutoCAD Crack + With Registration Code Free Download [32|64bit]

AutoCAD Language extensions AutoCAD supports AutoLISP, Visual LISP, Visual BASIC,
Visual FoxPro, Visual C++, AutoCAD Architecture and AutoCAD Electrical programming

languages. AutoLISP is a programming language for AutoCAD that is based on the LISP
language. AutoLISP is included with all AutoCAD Release 200, 250, and 270 releases and is

supported until Release 690. AutoCAD supports AutoLISP. AutoLISP is a programming
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language, which extends the basic commands of the AutoCAD command language by including
more commands and classes. AutoLISP functions include: Define macro Makes macros

available to all other AutoCAD functions Define (See also :AutoLISP) Analyze drawings,
develop new entities and perform geometric operations Draw (See also :Drawing) Record, save

and publish drawings Insert Insert new objects into drawings Point (See also :Point) Points
from points, lines and polylines Line (See also :Line) Line from points, angles and polylines

Circle (See also :Circle) Ellipse (See also :Ellipse) Polyline (See also :Polyline) Polyline from
points and lines Polar (See also :Polar) Polar from points and lines Angle (See also :Angle)

Angle from points and lines 3D lines (See also :3D lines) 3D lines from points and lines Add
elements (See also :Add objects) Add objects from points and lines AutoCAD Architecture (or

Archi) was a.NET programming language for AutoCAD, with similar functionality to
AutoLISP. AutoCAD Architecture was first released in AutoCAD Release 1997. AutoCAD

Architecture, Visual C++ and Visual Basic Code developed for AutoCAD with the.NET
Framework are now considered deprecated, and not supported after Release 2011, which ended

support for AutoCAD Architecture. Microsoft has replaced it with Visual Studio.NET for
AutoCAD, but AutoCAD Architect was still sold as a standalone product. AutoCAD

Architecture has been dropped for AutoCAD Release 2013 and is not supported after Release
2014. AutoCAD Architecture contained the following functional 5b5f913d15
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Press "C" key + "P" key + "Alt" key + "Insert" key + "1" key. The program is ready to use.
Swarthmore College, a private liberal arts school that prides itself on the diversity of its student
population, has banned an essay contest open to all students in response to the complaints of
some students and faculty. What the essay contest covered was not specified by Swarthmore.
An adviser to the liberal arts school, Richard Vedder, told CNN on Tuesday that the contest is
“for the best writing.” “We will definitely not be using the essay question as the basis of
admission,” Vedder said. “It’s been cancelled, in light of these controversies.” The controversy
centered on an essay prompt that encouraged students to write about what they can do to be the
first black president of the United States. The prompt contained the word “black” and featured
a picture of a black man. The prompt had no mention of the word “women” or “women’s” but
was presumed to be inclusive of both races and genders. Three days after the submission period
closed, 17 students filed a complaint with Swarthmore’s Title IX officer, the university
reported. The Title IX officer then advised the college that the paper was not discriminatory
because it was “not the type of activity that the School has determined to be discriminatory,”
according to the college’s statement on the issue. The official conclusion from the Title IX
office was that the complaint was “legally insufficient” and “insufficiently justified” because it
“was not the type of activity that the Title IX coordinator at the time believed would be
discriminatory in nature.” The Title IX office gave the student body no authority to reverse its
ruling. Two weeks later, the college’s editor-in-chief of the publication, the Salisbury
University Post, suggested that the editor should be fired, according to the college’s statement.
The students then filed a formal complaint with the Office of Equity and Diversity and the
Anti-Discrimination Unit of the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission. They alleged that
Swarthmore had engaged in gender discrimination by refusing to provide women with the same
opportunity that they were offering to men. In a statement on its website, Swarthmore denied

What's New in the?

Drawing Export and Collaboration: Work collaboratively with your partners and streamline the
review and acceptance process. Receive all your collaborators’ feedback directly on the most
current drawing. (video: 7:10 min.) Updated UI for drafting and dimensioning tools Graphical
development with improved interface and layouts. An interface with a user-friendly layout
makes the design and assembly process simpler and faster. AutoCAD Cloud Design and Share
Workflows New features for cloud-based design and collaboration that make it easier to share
and collaborate on designs from any browser. Improved graphics performance and power usage
AutoCAD has evolved into a more efficient tool that works even more quickly and uses less
energy. Even on the latest hardware, AutoCAD still delivers exceptional performance.
Improved features for more efficient drafting, such as automatic detection of methods for
measuring lengths and widths. Manage Multiple Geometric Styles Combine all your geometric
styles in one place with a new “Manage Multiple Geometric Styles” feature that will make it
easier to manage your geometric styles and reduce the number of times you must draw them.
Improvement in tools to measure, orient and move, such as new options in the Measure tool to
control how the cursor is displayed during a measurement. Improved layers and style separation
tools. Improved presentation features, such as the ability to see overlays, thumbnails and style
colors during presentation. New tools, such as the insertion of a default font, a new font
assignment editor that saves time when picking a font, and a new ruler that makes it possible to
align multiple elements. New tools, such as the ability to swap path styles to avoid drawing
paths when unnecessary. New feature: Multiple-Arrow Header that can be used to draw
multiple lines with a single keystroke. Multiline text in place: When you move to a new
position, the new drawing is automatically adjusted with the new alignment. New feature:
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Invisible text: In AutoCAD, some characters are rendered “invisible” to help with alignment.
(For example, when you move a block, you don’t have to redraw the entire block, just the text.
(video: 1:13 min.) New features: New multiline text options that help with alignment. The
advanced
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System Requirements:

Processor: 2.8 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM OS: Windows 7 or higher Graphics: DirectX 9.0
compliant, OpenGL 2.0 or higher compatible hardware. The system should be capable of
supporting at least 512 MB of available graphics memory. Network: • Connection to the
Internet is required to download the game • Once the download is complete, be sure to launch
the game installer. • The game will need a constant connection to the Internet. • The game will
initially be available for download in
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